
 

Contract city: Vancouver animation bonanza rolls on, but with push for more proprietary work

Speaking up: Ashleigh 
Ball on being a voice 
actor in DHX’s My Little 
Pony: Friendship Is 
Magic 
Ashleigh Ball has carved out a nice career as both a voice actor in 

animated film productions and lead singer in the Vancouver band Hey 

Ocean! G E R R Y  K A H R M A N N  /  P N G  F I L E S  

 

Q: How did you get into voice acting? 
A: I went to school in Victoria at the Canadian 
College of Performing Arts. At our year-end 
showcase, I was approached by Michael 

Levitt from LLA Talent. He became my agent and put me out for film and TV stuff and I just didn’t 
feel that passionate about it. But as soon as he threw me into a voice audition, with my singing 
experience and improv/theatre background, I started to get callbacks. It took a while to get my first 
role and then a series … I am sure I got frustrated at times, but I kept at it and I’m so glad I did. 

Q: How do you develop the voice for a character? 
A: Depending on notes and descriptions given by casting I’ll study an accent or watch a movie. 
With accents I am fairly ear-trained so if I hear it enough, I can do it. I try and get into the world of 
the character. I go to the depths of my imagination and often try and interact as that character in 
my mind. Or sometimes I’ll pay extra close attention at a park to little kids playing and impersonate  

 

 

 

 

them after … I got one of my first jobs playing a little boy by imitating my neighbours’ kid who I 
could always hear talking in the backyard. 

 
Q: What are the challenges in this work? 
A: There are many challenges in this line of work. The talent pool, for one. The depth of talent is 
huge in Vancouver. There are some wonderful and amazingly talented actors. It is up to us to get 
creative with our choices and differentiate our work from the last audition and/or last job. It’s up to 
each performer to be on their game and be present for the work. Another challenge is you never 
know when a series is going to do well and go into Season 2 or 3 or 10! It’s sad when a series you 
really love to work on gets cancelled. 

Q: Do you ever get asked to sign autographs/do fan conventions? 
A: I have been in the music industry for some time and the band Hey Ocean has had its share of 
successes, so I have signed autographs before … but now, YES. All the time. My Little Pony or 
Brony Conventions popping up all the time and when you attend they want you to sign pictures, a 
piece of art they made, plush toys, cars … even parts of their body that they have made into 
tattoos! 

Second of two parts (Part 1 — Quick on the draw: Vancouver’s animation film industry takes off) 

http://vancouversun.com/entertainment/local-arts/quick-on-the-draw-vancouvers-animation-film-industry-takes-off
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